The development of a theory-driven scale to measure tactile interaction based on user affective experience with two physical characteristics of fabric of vehicle seats was examined. Volunteers slid their fingertips on samples of fabric, giving assessment ratings on kansei statements. Roughness of the fabric surfaces was obtained using a metallic probe. Coefficient of friction was measured through an artificial fingertip attached to a tribometer. Using the Rasch model, a scale with quantitative properties was constructed. The resulting interval scale allowed the regression between the fabric locations on the linear continuum originating from affective responses and samples' roughness. The regression was noticeably non-linear, pointing to a cluster of stimuli with relatively higher likelihood of endorsement to the pool of kansei statements. However, a similar cluster for coefficient of friction was not identified. Nevertheless, the alignment of coefficient of friction with affective responses was indirectly established using roughness as a sharing component.
INTRODUCTION
The rating scale is a typical tool to elicit affective responses to products and services. However, the structure of scales can be source of disturbances in data. Misinterpretation, ambiguity and unfamiliarity can, for example, result in inconsistent responses and, as a consequence, present high variance. Another source of concern is the redundancy between kansei words in self-report questionnaires, which can artificially weight particular responses inflating or deflating reliability indices and discrimination estimates in statistical analysis. To minimise disturbances in data a significant and representative sample size along with a norm group is recommended for many statistical models. Nevertheless, the assignment of scores to affective responses in a scale remains problematic because the relationship is in most cases non-linear, making the validation of results often more difficult in practice.
A different approach to deal with the problem is the objective evaluation of people's kansei impression associated with physical features of products. Although measuring physical features is commonly easier than measuring people's impression, the objective association of affective responses with product features can be achieved if the responses were represented by measures computed from a calibrated scale. In this paper a novel approach using the Rasch measurement model to address the calibration of scales is presented. The research aimed to verify whether the transformation of scores of affective responses to a number of samples of fabric into objective measures would be attainable. Additionally, the alignment of people's impression with physical characteristics of the samples of fabric was examined.
Two physical features, roughness of five samples of fabric used as cover of vehicle seat and the coefficient of friction between the fingertip and the surfaces, were considered in the study. Roughness of fabric was chosen as a feature of interest because it has been considered as an essential element of tactile distinction [1] . Friction property of the skin in contact with surfaces was another factor of importance because of its influence on tactile perception [2] .
Roughness of fabric was measured with a metallic probe and the samples' coefficient of friction was obtained using an artificial fingertip attached to a force platform [3] . The artificial fingertip was designed to mimic human characteristics. The reason is to overcome the variability of human skin. Shao and colleagues [1, 3] emphasised that the frictional properties of skin are related with skin hydration, lipid films and surface structure. Other factors such as age and anatomical site could also affect friction properties and reliable touch-feel conditions may be difficult to control in experimental sessions.
To collect affective responses a number of volunteers gave their ratings to the samples of fabric based on a pool of kansei statements in questionnaires. Using the Rasch model a scale of distinctiveness of the fabric samples based on people's impression was constructed and the alignment between affective responses and two fabric features was examined.
The Rasch model is the denotation of a family of probabilistic models that are consonant with measurement theory. The model is well-established in education, health and social sciences. In the 1950s Georg Rasch, a Danish mathematician, developed the model for reading tests in education [4] . The model was widely adopted in the late 1980s for construction and validation of measurement instruments of latent traits in quality of life, rehabilitation and psychological tests [5] .
The application of the Rasch model to align affective responses to product features is novel. Camargo and Henson [6] demonstrated the applicability of the model through measurement of the specialness of confectionary. The authors used verbatim comments to express the affective benefits of chocolate, transforming the comments into statements. Scores were assigned to responses of 306 participants and transformed into independent parameter estimates using the Rasch model, one for persons and another for statements. In a study with product packaging, Camargo and Henson [7, 8] adapted the many-facet Rasch model developed by Linacre [9] , allowing valid and reliable comparisons of different products or stimulus objects using the same linear continuum.
Under a sensory perspective, the Rasch model has been used for brand-attribute measurement related to preference, sweetness and fizziness of soft drinks [10] , sensorial quality of Iberian ham [11] and sensory evaluation of virgin olive oil using tasting panellists [12] . The model was also used to construct a scale of pleasantness after people have touched flat pieces of different materials [13] .
Evaluation of latent attributes of products such as those related to kansei is not trivial. Anomalies in a data set can undermine quantitative properties, making invalid the algebraic operations based on the scale. The research in this paper demonstrates that if scales are calibrated, they can be used to align affective responses with physical properties of products in a sole linear continuum and, consequently, be used to design new products.
Related work
The sense of touch has been connected to hedonic values, such as affect. This subjective judgement based on a personal touch-feel perception has been identified as a key criterion of product choice by consumers. Sensory tactile information associated with affective impression has frequently been reported in the scientific literature. Based on rating scales, Yoshida [14] used the multidimensional scaling method to compare different stimuli in a multi-dimensional space according to their distance, reflecting their perceived dissimilarity. Similar method was used by Hollins and colleagues [15] and Picard and colleagues [16] who compared fabric of car seats and washed-shirts with different tactile characteristics. A drawback of multidimensional scaling is to rely on judged similarity without revealing the basis for the judgement, limiting the analyst's interpretation and the validation of results. The discrepancy in identification of the actual number of dimensions and their representations has clearly been exposed in the literature (see Okamoto and colleagues [17] for a short summary).
Following a rating scale proposition, the semantic differential method has been popularised since the late 1960s as an approach for eliciting people's affective responses in different applications [18] . The technique, which is attributed to Osgood [19] , uses pairs of contrasting adjectives on multi-point rating scales. The ratings are turned into quantification using factor analysis (FA) or principal component analysis (PCA), clustering adjectives taking into account their co-variance. However, pairs of adjectives can in many contexts not represent functional antonyms or declarative opposites [20] , undermining the technique for eliciting affective responses. The technique requires many dozens of participants to reduce variability although this is not a guarantee to eliminate systematic errors from inadequate sample. As in any regression model, the precision of results is conditioned to violations of statistical assumptions and anomalies in a data set. The linearity assumption of FA and PCA is, for example, necessarily violated when the common factor model is fitted to Pearson's product-moment correlations amongst categorical, ordinal scaled items, including Likert-style scales [21] . This can be seen when comparing different studies for identifying the number of dimensions involved in tactile impressions [22, 23] .
The rating scaling approach can be used to obtain objective measures, which would allow mathematical operations, only if there exists a one-to-one relationship between the numbers assigned in a scale and the quantities that they represent within a certain context. That is, the distances between stimuli would be valid if the assumption of interval scaling is successfully tested.
Another concept addresses measurement associated with the properties of scales established for summarising the users' experience obtained from their affective responses to physical elements of products. The construction of metrics is a technique of relating users' experience in the real world (observed) to the attribute of a product (unobserved).
THE RASCH MODEL FOR MEASUREMENT OF AFFECTIVE RESPONSES
Data can present anomalies that produce outcomes with high variability. To mitigate the problem Barnes and Lilford [24] have suggested removing from analysis words or statements that require additional context to be understood by respondents, contain comparative adjectives, consist of non-gradable adjectives and require a prolonged experience. Nevertheless, the scale ought to be tested for measurement properties. The Rasch model provides mechanisms to verify whether the observations meet the assumptions necessary for quantifying the numerical validity of the data.
Georg Rasch [4] developed his model as the conditional probability that a person will respond to an item (e.g., question, word or statement) against a dichotomous scale (e.g., yes or no) as a logistic function of the difference between the person's readiness to endorse the statement (β) and how easy it is to endorse the statement (δ) on a linear scale, such that where is the probability of a person's response to the statement i and . The calibration of scales is based on the estimation of the person parameter β and the item parameter δ. Estimation procedures are usually based on the method of maximum likelihood. The estimates obtained from this method point to the values of parameters which maximize the likelihood that the observed data would have generated. Estimates are preliminarily made according to the rating scale model [25] or the partial credit model [26] , which are models that allow multiple options of responses as the case of Likert scales. Estimates are then revised and new estimates are computed. This process of iterations is carried out until the changes of the estimates are smaller than a stopping rule controlled by a convergence criterion. After the estimates have been made, Rasch analysis is carried out to evaluate the extent to which the data fit the model.
Camargo and Henson [7, 8] adapted a derivation of the Rasch model, the many-facet Rasch model (MFRM) [11] . A facet can be defined as a component or variable of the measurement condition that is assumed to affect the scores in a systematic fashion. Using the MFRM it is possible to construct measurement scales for consistent comparisons between respondents, words and stimulus objects, which are defined as facets of the attribute being measured. The model's procedures test whether responses to a stimulus present any bias, whether respondents present unusual profiles of ratings across stimuli and whether it is harder for respondents to decide on the endorsement of a stimulus when comparing against other one.
METHOD

Measurement of affective responses
A pool of 15 adjectives was selected from a list of 98 kansei words related to fabric within the context of vehicle seats. The words were collected from catalogues and web pages of manufacturers, online consumer reviews, advertisement and material published in scientific literature. Words that seemed redundant or ambiguous were discarded and adjectives of interest according to a qualified work team were included. The selected adjectives were afterwards transformed into statements in Japanese (Table 1) .
Five flat samples from a variety of fabric that has been used as cover of vehicle seats were selected. The material type and characteristics of surface were relevant to the selection without taking into account the seat model in which the pieces of fabric have been applied. The samples were adjusted at the dimensions of 150mm x 150mm ( Table 2) . A base of polyurethane foam with thickness of 3mm was used beneath each sample of fabric with dimensions of 150mm x 150mm.
Ninety six Japanese volunteers, 94.8% males, 50% in the age range from 18 to 35 and 50% over 35, took part in the study. The size of the sample of participants was established according to the stability (repeatability) of the measurement scale, assuming a measurement error of 0.5 logit at 95% level of the confidence interval (CI). Participants were asked to place an arm through a screen to touch a sample of fabric, so that they could not see the stimulus samples. Every participant slid his/her index fingertip on each flat sample. Participants were asked to clean and dry their fingers before touching the samples. They were also instructed through a demonstration to apply a speed of around 10mms -1 and just enough force to get a feeling about the stimulus (Figure 1 ). After touching each stimulus, participants used a computer program containing self-report questionnaires to give their ratings based on a five-point Likert-style scale, from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The program automatically randomized the sequence of statements presented for every participant. The sequence in which the participants were required to consider the samples of fabric was determined using a counterbalanced design automatically generated by the program.
Rasch analysis
Analysis of data was carried out using the software package RUMM2030® (Professional edition, 2012) [27] . The aim of the Rasch analysis was to examine to what extent anomalies in the data corrupted measurement conditions.
To determine whether the scale would allow measurement of the affective responses to the fabric samples two assumptions were tested. The assumption of response independency between statements was tested by observing whether a response to a statement in the scale interfered with the response to another statement. Response independence was taken as the correlations of the item residuals (fitting errors) equal to or lower than 0.3 [28] .
Trait dependence or unidimensionality was the second assumption verified. This implied that after the extraction of the main scale, there would be no remnant in the residuals' pattern resultant from relationships between statements except random associations.
In this study, test for differential item functioning (DIF) identified whether age groups presented consistently greater degree of endorsement to a statement for a sample of fabric than another group. Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied for detecting significant DIF on the measures, allowing each element of the structure to be adjusted for any bias [29] . Additionally, other tests incorporated in the software RUMM2030® were carried out to verify whether the scale attained quantitative properties (Table 3) .
Measurement of roughness
The characteristic of fabric roughness was measured with a metallic probe, a mechanical unit, an amplifier and a computer program (Kato tech Co. Ltd., model KES-SE®). The measurement speed of 0.5mms -1 was established for the test. A base of polyurethane foam with thickness of 3mm was used beneath each sample of fabric with dimensions of 150mm x 150mm.
Measurement of friction forces
A multi-layer model was used to mimic the human's fingertip sensitivity as in contact with the samples of fabric [3] . The outer layer is an encapsulated silicone with a thin polyurethane layer to represent skin. The inner layer is a combination of silicone gel base and elastomer to represent The testing system to measure the friction force between the fingertip consisted of a two-axis load cell, an X-Y motion table, an artificial fingertip, a controller and a computer program using a National Instruments LabVIEW® system (Figure 2 ). The artificial fingertip was fixed to the motion table and slid over the samples of fabric using speed of 10mms -1 . The average of four readings for each piece of fabric was computed along with their standard error.
RESULTS
Measurement of affective responses
Data from the preliminary pool of items were initially tested, identifying misfit to the model. The item-person interaction presented standard deviation (σ) of residuals >1.40 for person and item fit, indicating some degree of misfit (see Table 3 ). Other indicative of misfit was p < 0.05, showing lack of invariance across the construct (Table 4 ).
All statements indicated inconsistent response patterns and therefore, the system was re-scored into four response options (categories). The response categories for Item 9 were complementarily recoded by applying reversed order. Residual statistic based on a normalized distribution with an expected mean of 0 and standard deviation (σ) of 1. However, the distribution is just an approximation because it is not rigorously normal.
Sample size (n)
It is not infrequent to remove temporarily part of unexpected responses from the analysis. After calibration, item locations are anchored so that the outliers will not distort the scale and their measures can be obtained.
-
Unidimensionality
The method used PCA of the residuals, taking the factor loadings of the first component to identify the two most divergent subsets of statements and then examining via a paired t-test any difference in the estimates that has been generated [30] .
≤ 0.05
Person separation index (PSI)
Index of reliability constructed as the proportion of variance of the person estimates and the total variance including error [28] . 
Figure 2:
Friction measurement system using an artificial fingertip [1, 3] Test for DIF using two-way ANOVA indicated statistically significant results for females and age group from 18 to 25. However, these results were originated from the small number of female participants and young volunteers rather than a consequence of differential responses. For that reason, female volunteers were grouped in the male group and the test for DIF for sex was not carried out. Similarly, the volunteers in the age from 18 to 25 were included in the group from 26 to 35. DIF for age, in this manner, was tested for only two groups (from 18 to 35 and over 35).
Decision criterion to remove five items from the analysis was established on the basis of individual item-fit and high positive correlations of item-person residuals. The procedures for deletion of items can be traced throughout the sequence of calibrations in Table 4 . The results were obtained from a subtest approach in a faceted frame of reference.
The metric (Figure 3 ) is the representation of the relative mean locations of the three facets considered in the study (persons, items and stimuli) on the same logit scale. Person locations are plotted on the scale represented in the first column. Persons' locations that indicate more readiness to endorse the affective attribute of the fabric samples are plotted in the higher part of the scale and those who indicated less readiness are in the lower part of the scale. Items more difficult to endorse are indicated in the higher part of the second column of the metric. The Column Fabric presents the relative location of the samples of fabric on the continuum. In the higher part of the column are the fabric samples with higher probability of being endorsed and in the lower part of the scale are the fabric samples with lower probability of being endorsed. Locations, standard errors of measurement and fit residuals are indicated in Table 5 . 
Roughness and coefficient of friction
Measures of roughness (R S ) for the fabric samples obtained with the metallic probe using the KES-SE® system are presented in Table 6 . The measures of the forces f x and f y were obtained using the tribometer with the artificial fingertip (AF). From Amonton's Law of friction, the coefficient of friction (μ) was defined as the ratio between the tangential force and the normal force such that μ S = f xs / f y , where S is the fabric sample (Table 6 ).
Alignment of the fabric features with affective responses
The linear scale of affective responses obtained from the fabric locations (see Table 5 ) is represented by the vertical axis in Figure 4 and fabric roughness is represented by the horizontal axis. There is a cluster containing Stimuli 1, 2 and 3 with higher likelihood of endorsement for the statements of the scale. The lower boundary of the cluster is represented by the location of Stimulus 1 (0.16 logit -the lowest location of the cluster) plus its measurement error of 0.18 logit).
Another cluster representing the stimuli with relatively lower likelihood of persons' endorsement to the statements in the scale is indicated by Sample 4 and Sample 5.
The samples' coefficient of friction presented a nonlinear relationship with the stimulus locations obtained from the affective responses ( Figure 5 ). However, it is not possible to assume that the regression can be established. The R square of 0.3218 is an indicative that the regression poorly explains the variation of data.
On the other hand, the association of the samples' characteristic of roughness can be established with the coefficient of friction between the artificial fingertip and the flat surfaces of fabric ( Figure 6 ). In Figure 6 is possible to observe that a cluster is formed with Stimuli 1, 2 and 3, regressing to a lower range of roughness. A second cluster, containing Stimuli 4 and 5, regresses to a relatively higher range of roughness. 
DISCUSSION
Connell and Lynott [31] claimed that people have more difficulty to sustain attention on the tactile modality. If tactile attention is required as a mechanism of eliciting people's affective responses to stimulus objects, it would also be required with regard to linguistic mechanisms, such as the kansei statements used in the study, which attempted to express the affective impression based on the objects. So that, differential functioning of kansei words and people's use of the response options could, for example, be sources of undesired variance between outcomes from the same or similar samples although using the same scale for measurement.
Variance affects the estimate of reliability of a scale. The extent to which measurements are repeatable depends on the sources of variance that are considered relevant in a study. Removing ambiguous or unfamiliar words from self-report questionnaires to mitigate variance as it is suggested by Barnes and Lilford [24] as well as minimal sensory variation in the perceptual task excepting the experimental stimuli as it is recommended by Kergoat and colleagues [32] are important actions in tests. Nevertheless, there will be no guarantee that the relative differences between numbers assigned to the scores would represent measures of people's impressions. Furthermore, if affective responses are addressed in a study, repeated measures using noncalibrated rating scales may result in different outcomes to some extent, making the scale impractical for many purposes. This is a consequence of residuals not being in many cases independent, normally distributed or additive as required for some statistical methods. Frequently, residuals hold complex dependencies to preserve monotonicity with a scale. In some cases residuals are cumulative, meaning that their variance would increase over time.
The study in this paper has taken repeatability of the scale within the Rasch context. That is, the emphasis is on the precision of the estimate of each person rather than on the reliability indexes. Nevertheless, the proportion of true variance relative to the true score plus error variance typically used in analysis of scales was useful as part of a comprehensive Rasch analysis of the data set.
The repeatability of a scale for affective responses can be assessed only if the scores on the scale vary systematically with the corresponding variation of the stimulus characteristics. Roughness was a characteristic represented linearly and the variation of friction force with the load was taken as approximately linear [1] . On the other hand, affective responses to the samples of fabric were taken as linear after a mathematical transformation and the assumptions for an objective evaluation were tested through a sequence of calibration steps using Rasch analysis. The quantitative property was achieved after data have fitted the model, in contrast with more typical statistical approaches in the domain, which fit a model to the data. The assumption that the scale held an interval property was tested and not just assumed demonstrating that measures of people's impression of the distinctiveness with regard to the different fabric were achieved.
The regression between the fabric locations on the linear continuum of affective responses and the physical characteristics of the samples were noticeably non-linear. The regression yielded a cluster characterised by a preference for relatively lower roughness of materials. However, it was not possible to identify any cluster for coefficient of friction. The non-linear regression between the coefficient of friction and the characteristic of roughness yielded two clusters although this could be a consequence of a difference of adhesive shear stress of the different materials [3] . Alternatively, the alignment of coefficient of friction with affective responses could be established indirectly using roughness as a sharing component.
Although the scale constructed in the study demonstrated good quantitative properties, other cues should be considered for constructing a scale of distinctiveness of vehicle fabric if the study was repeated for the product development process of a commercial product. Compliance of the materials and their thermal properties associated with the contact of the fingertip and the samples of fabric might influence affective responses [1] . Those hypotheses require further investigation.
Furthermore, affective responses related to touch of consumers can be very different according to fabric usages. Henson and Camargo [33] compared a scale using flat samples of fabric against the same scale using similar fabric applied to vehicle seats with identical shape and test conditions. Paired t-tests showed that the person locations on the scale were significantly different in each context.
The results of the tests with fabric samples suggest that the applications of linear scales obtained from measurement structures can improve the interpretation of the Kansei results. The Rasch model allows the calibration of scales, offering considerable benefits such as the potential for valid comparisons, standardization of scales and customized applications.
CONCLUSION
The study investigated whether people's affective responses to a number of samples of fabric for vehicle seats can be transformed into objective measures of distinctiveness of fabric through a scale. The study further examined the alignment of people's impression with the fabric samples' roughness and coefficient of friction.
The assumption that the scale holds an interval property was tested, demonstrating that measures of people's impression of the distinctiveness with regard to the different fabric were achieved. The regression between the fabric locations on the linear continuum originating from affective responses and roughness of the samples was noticeably non-linear, pointing to a cluster of stimuli with relatively higher likelihood of endorsement to the positive affective statements. However, a similar cluster for coefficient of friction was not identified. Nevertheless, the alignment of coefficient of friction with affective responses can be established indirectly using roughness as a sharing component.
Although other kansei statements can be established for eliciting people's impression associated with fabric of vehicle seats, the construction of scales can follow the rationale using the Rasch model applied in this study, allowing reliable and valid outcomes.
